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Abstract
A parallel version of the Polar Fourier Transform (PFT) method that facilitates detennination of
orientations of biological macromolecules imaged with electron microscopy techniques is presented. The algorithm is designed to reduce the computing time of the PFr method by as much as
three orders of magnitude by taking advantage of the speed, storage capacity, and I/O bandwidth
of high-performance parallel systems and, at the same time, run efficiently on clusters .of workstations.

1. Introduction
Structural biology is an area of biology which focuses on detennination of the three-dimensional
(3D) atomic structure of biological macromolecules. The ultimate goal is to determine where the
atoms are located and how they interact during biochemical reactions. In the case of small molecules (i.e., with a few thousand atoms) structure determination has nowadays become a routine
process. By contrast, the detennination of macromolecular structures such as viruses (i.e., with
hundreds of thousands or millions of atoms) remains a lengthy and difficult task. It typically
involves very large data volumes which require high-performance computing for their processing
and efficient visual representations for their analysis and interpretation.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallography, and electron microscopy are the
methods of choice for gathering information about the 3D atomic structure of biological macromolecules. NMR methods can be used to obtain 3D models of small proteins. but not to generate
detailed information about the arrangement of atoms in large macromolecules. X-ray crystallography is a suitable method for the study of such large structures, provided that crystals that diffract
X-rays at high resolution can be produced. This is often a difficult and time~consuming task. The
recent successes in determining the structure of the Hepatitis B virus by means of electrort microscopy [2], [4] represent an important step away from the need to have ordered specimens with crystalline symmetry and towards the ultima[e goal of solving the atomic structures of
macromolecules which do not crystallize [12]. They also prove electron microscopy to be a wellsuited method for structure determination of very large symmetrical particles.
The problem of determining the 3D structure of a virus particle from electron micrographs (i.e.,

-images obtained with the electron microscope) -reduces to the mathematical problem of reconstructing the structure of a 3D object given a set of 2D projections of the object in various
unknown orientations. The solution is provided by the Projection Theorem [11] and its main steps
are illustrated in Figure 1. Individual particle images are extracted from a number of digitized
electron micrographs. These constitute the different projected views of the virus particle and their
2D Fourier transfonns represent central sections of the 3D Fourier transfonn of the particle under
study.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the reconstruction process
from 2D images to the 3D structure of a virus particle. Step 1:
extract individual particle images from electron micrograph. Step
2: determine initial location of each particle center. Step_ 3:
determine each particle view orientation. Step 4; fill in 3D Fourier transform. Step 5: cornpute3D electron density map.
The number of projections to be collected depends on the desired resolution of the final structure
and on the particle size. Next, the orientations of the specimen that gave rise to these projections
must be determined [7]. Best results are often obtained in the case of higWy symmetrical particles
such as icosahedral viruses because the high symmetry leads to redundancies in the ~ourier transform data and this in turn aids the orientation search process. The 3D Fourier transfonn of the
virus particle is calculated from the 2D Fourier transforms of the projections. The values of the
3D transfonn must be sampled at the points of a 3D regular grid and this requires interpolation
methods Cll], [13]. The final step is to compute the electron density function which characterizes
the virus structure from the calculated 3D Fourier transform by an inverse Fourier transformation.
In this paper we describe a multi-phase, multi-resolution parallel algorithm for determining the
orientations of particle images based on the Polar Fourier Transform (PFT) method [1]. In Section
2 we overview the PFT method, in Section 3 we outline a new algorithm and in Section 4 we
present the parallel search algorithm for shared and for distributed memory systems.

2. The PFT Method
The identification of particle orientations is a critical step in determining reliable 3D structures of
biological macromolecules from electron micrographs. The proper combination of 2D particle

images to produce a 3D electron density map depends heavily on the accuracy of this step. Several
methods have been developed for solving this task. The Common Lines method [6] works well
with high-contrast images, but may lead to inconsistent results when applied to low-contrast,
noi~y micrographs. A statistical approach that helps overcome some of the limitations of the
Common Lines method is the Modified Common Lines method [7]. An alternative is offered by
the Polar Fourier Transform} (PIT) method [1]. The main steps of this method are shown in Figure2.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of one computing cycle of the PFT
algorithm. The input consists of an image pool (IP) consisting of
the individual 2D views extracted from micrographs and a 3D model.
The processing typically begins by computing a series of m proj.ections (bottom row). These form a reference data base (ROB). Then
the polar coordinate interpolations, Fourier transformations, and
correlations are performed as indicated by the arrows. The output
consists of a set of n orientations, one for each image in IP.
In addition to the collection of n 2D particle images whose orientations are to be determined, the

method uses as input data a 3D electron density map which serves as a high signal-to-noise
model. Such a model may be a computer-generated model, a low-resolution map previously
computed, or a map corresponding to a similar, already known, structure. From this model, a reference database consisting of In different views is generated. For instance, for an icosahedral particle, these views cover one half of the asymmetric unit ofthe structure (e.g., 1/120 of an
icosahedron, from

e in the range (69,90)

deg and <p in the range (0,32) deg) as shown in Figure

3. Each cartesian reference view (x,y) and each 2D image is interpolated onto a polar grid (r,y)

°

which subdivides the data in a series of equally-spaced annuli, from r =
to a radius just outside
the particle edge. The advantage of the polar representation is that it is rotation invariant, which
greatly reduces the complexity of subsequent computations for determining the orientation
parameters. In the next step, each of the reference views and images is Fourier transformed along

~

,

the azimuthal direction 'Y. The result of this operation is a series of one-dimensional Fourier transforms (PFTs) of rotational power spectra, one for each annulus of data. Each of the image PFTs is
correlated with all model PFTs to identify which model PFT best matches each image PFT. This
process provides an initial estimate of the values of cp and 8 for each image. The rotation angle
CO and the sign of <p are determined by the rotational correlation ('Y direction).
With the orientations known for all n images, a 3D reconstruction can be computed. This reconstruction serves as a new model in the next cycle of refinement of the parameters (8,$.00). The
refinement is repeated until no significant change occurs in the values of the correlation coefficients.

Figure 3 Schematic representation of the generation of the ROB
data from model. Fifty-two views are obtained by projecting the
model at 3 deg angular increments for orientations covering onehalf of the icosahedral· asymmetric unit: three-fold view at top
left, two-fold view at bottom left and five-fold at bottom right
(shaded half triangle shown on the icosahedron) _ Also shown is an
icosahedron in standard orientation: three of its two-fold axes
are aligned with the axes of coordinates.Three angles define the
orientation of the icosahedron: 8, rotation in the (X,z) plane, from
z towards x, q>, rotation in the (x,y) plane, from x towards y, and

(not depicted) defines the orientation about the (6,q»
tion.
00,

direc-

A major advantage of this algorithm is that the raw image data is compared to a relatively noisefree 3D model, rather than to other noisy data as it is the case in the Common Lines techniques. In
addition, the PFT method makes use of all the available data, whereas in Common Lines only a
fraction of the Fourier data is sampled. These features of the PFT technique have let to more consistent and reliable results in the analysis of virus structures.
However, in its sequential implementation, this method, although faster relative to other methods,

is not suitable for real-time high-resolution reconstructions. The determination of the orientations
of a couple of thousand particles may take up to several days to compute. Our objective is to
reduce this computing time by as much as three orders of magnitude, by taking advantage of the
speed. storage capacity. 110 bandwidth. and latency of high-perfonnance parallel systems [5]. [8]
[9].

3. A New Algorithm for Determining Particle Orientation.
We review the basic idea of the sequential algorithm. The algorithm is iterative, at each iteration
we start with a model of the virus particle obtained by 3D reconstruction during the previous iter
ation. We know the electron density at each grid point of a 3D lattice. Using this information we
construct a Reference Data Base, RDB, consisting of m images. Each image is a projection of a
virus particles whose orientations we know. The RDB can be computed at different angular resolution, the better the resolution, the larger the size of the database. For example at 3 deg resolution
the database consists of 52 images, at I deg there are 382 images, and at 0.3 deg there are 3,943
images. We also have an Image Pool, !P, consisting on n images whose orientation we want to
determine. These images are obtained by isolating individual virus projections in several micrographs. We compare each image in IP with each image in the RDB and determine a "best fit".

R

The execution time, To, for one iteration of the search process is: To = I x n X m with I the
time to evaluate the "fitness" of a pair (!P image, RDB image), n the number of images in!P, and

m the size of the RDB. The algorithm we propose includes several enhancements that are discussed separately and the speedup (the ratio of the execution time without the enhancement and
with the enhancement) is estimated for each case.
Compression. The time I, to evaluate the fitness of a pair of images and the space to store an
image can be reduced if we use compressed images instead of the original images. For example
the space needed for one 220 x 512 projection is about 1 ME. We can compress each image e.gby
sub-sampling, take every second pixel in each row and each column. In this case the a (220 x
512) pixel image is reduced to an image of size (110 x 256) pixels for a compression factor
C = 4. The compressed image takes only 256 KB of storage. Clearly, better compression
schemes could be used, for example we can use wavelet transformations. The speedup due to
compression is:S c = C since the time to evaluate the fitness of each pair is proportional with the
size of the image.
Multi-phase, multi-resolution search. Instead of constructing a high resolution RDB and looking for the best match for each image in the !P, we propose a three phase scheme, as shown in
Figure 4. In the first phase we construct a "low resolution RDB", say at 3 deg resolution, with m 1
elements. The search time in this small RDB is T I = I x n

X

mi. In the second phase we con-

struct a "medium resolution" RDB, say at I deg resolution. We limit [he search in this database to
a small region of size r 2 X m 2 with r2 «( 1 ,e.g. r2 = 0.01 around the area of the best fit during
phase one. The search time in the second phase is T 2 = I X n

X

(r 2 X m2). For the third phase we

generate a "high resolution RDB" say a[ 0.3 deg. Again, we limit the search [Q a small region of

size r 3 x m3 detennined using the results of the best fit during phase two. The search time for
the third phase is: T 3 ;:; I Xn X (r3 xm3).
The total search time in this new scheme is: T ;:; I x n X (m I + r 2 X m2 + r 3 X m3)
The speedup due to the multi resolution search is:

Note that To was computed assuming m 3 images in RDB.
Parallel search. If we have P processors then each one can process a fraction n/ P of images in
the IP for a speedup Sp ;:: P.
All the improvements discussed above are cumulative and could lead to a total speedup of:
eXp
S = SCXSMXSP =
r3
Assuming that C ;:: 4, P = 20 ,and r 3

;::

0.01, the total speedup of the search process is

S = 8,000.

4. A parallel search algorithm for shared and distributed memory systems.
The parallel search algorithm requires solutions to two problems: work allocation and data management and distribution. The basic approach to the work allocation problem is straightforward.
Assuming that there are P processors have each one generate an equal fraction of the Reference
Data Base then process an equal number of particle projections from the Image Pool.
The critical issue is the data management and data distribution. If cr is the size of an image, then
the total amount of space needed for RDB and IP is l-l ;:: cr x (n + m) . Assuming that cr ;:: 1 ME,
n ;:: 10,000, and m ;:; 4,000, the total amount of space needed is l-l = 14 GB. Clearly this
is a very large amount of memory and without a clever scheme, the performance of any implementation will be negatively affected by the liD speed. We propose a sliding window approach. In
the followings we discuss only the third phase of the algorithm and the corresponding data management scheme.
The approach discussed above applies to a shared memory system. For a distributed memory system each processor has to compute first a segment, a range of frames in RDB the processor will
manage. Then each processor needs to select from the Image Pool those images expected to have
a best fit in its own section of the RDB. Then the processor may apply the sliding window
approach discussed above. We have a spatial partitioning of the RDB and IP corresponding to
data distribution to different processors and a temporal partitioning to ensure the sliding window

advantage.
Phase 1
Low Resolution
RDB (52 images)

Phase 2
Medium Resolution
RDB (382 images)

Phase 3
High Resolution
RDB (3,982 images)

a
r
r
Each image in IF is
indexed by the search
region determined by
the results of phase I search.

Each image in IF is indexed by
the search region detennined by
the results of the search in phase 2.
Figure 4. The multi-phase, multi resolution search.
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Figure 5. The spatial and the temporal partitioning of the RDB and
the IP for the distributed memory systems case. Each processor
manages a segment of the RDB and uses a sliding window to process
images from IP allocated to it.
Instead of computing the entire high resolution database with m images we compute a window of
m' images in the range ((<Pmin,8min)'(<Pllllu,8max»' we call this RDB', and a corresponding pool

of 11' images for which we expect to find a best fit in RDB' and call it I P' . As time progresses the
I

sliding window moves, but at any given time, the space needed is Il' = a x (n' + m'), Figure 5.

The pseudocode for the distributed memory case follows:

/****************************************1

/*

Phase 1 - processor i

*1

1****************************************1

r

constructRDBphase1;
All processors compute the low resolution RDBof
if (compressionDesired) compress RDB;
Use the IPpartitioning1 to compute the first
and last image to be processed by processor i of
caicuiateiPpartioning1 (myFirstIPimage(i), myLastIPimage(i);
myFirstRDBimage (i) = 1; myLastRDBimage(i) = m1; rset serach limits in RDB of
Begin Serach of
for i=myFirstlPlmage(i), myLastIPimage(i) do {
read IPimageG);
if (compression Desired) compresslPimageG);
bestO) = -1;
bestfitO) = -1;
The fit function returns a positive value of
for k= myFirstRDBimage(i), myLastRDBimage(i), do (
fitValue = fit (RDBimage(k), IPimageG);
if (fitness> bestfitO)) do (
bestfitG) =fitness;
bestG) = k;
)
End processing IPimage 0) of
bestRTG) = map(bestG), R, Theta);
determine the R and Theta of the best fit of
compute the search region for phase 2, Rmin, Rmax, ThetaMin, ThetaMax;
End of phase 1 of'
End Search Of
. signaIEndPhaseOne(i);
Processor i signals End of Phase 1 Of
waitForAII;
All processors need to finish Phase 1 before going to Phase 2 Of

r

r

r

)

r

)
r

r

r
r

r

1****************************************/

Of

Phase 2 - processor i
/****************************************/

r Run a distributed parallel sort on the bestRT data and use

bestRTsort;

its results to compute myFirstlPimage, myLastlPimage,
myFirstRDBimage and myLastRDBimage Of
caicuiateiPpartitioning2 (myFirstiPimage(i), myLastiPimage(i));
caicuiateRDBpartitioning2 (myFirstRDBimage(i), myLastRDBimage(i));
constructRDBphase2(i);
search;
Use a modified version of the code in Phase 1 Of
signaIEndPhaseTwo(i);
Processor i signals End of Phase 2 Of
waitForAII;
All processors need to finish Phase 2 before going to Phase 3 Of

r

r
r

1****************************************/

Phase 3 - processor i

Of

1*****************************************1

ruse myFirstlPimage and myLastiPimage from phase 2; alllPimages are in cache Of
ws = WindowSize(myFistRDBimage,myLastRDBimage);
nsteps = (myLastRDBimage - myFirstRDBimage) f ws;

for iter = 1 to do {
computelPrange (lPfirst, IPlast);
computeRDBrange(i,ws,RDBfirst, RDBlast);
constructRDBphase3(i, RBDfirst, RDBlast);
search;

}
signaIEndPhaseThree(i);
waitForAII;

r Processor i signals End of Phase 3 */
r All processors need to finish Phase 3 */

This aigorithm is currently impiemented for a shared memory system, an SGI Origin
2000 machine, and for a cluster of workstations. The distributed memory version of the
algorithm uses MPI for inter-process communication.
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